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NEWS FOR FARRIERS
Diamond Insert Range
Expanded
The Diamond weld-in insert range has expanded to include
egg bar, straight bar, heart bar, side and toe inserts. The
sizing chart (at right) shows which size inserts are used for a
particular shoe size. All are packaged in (2) pair packs.
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EGG BAR INSERT

HEART BAR INSERT

STRAIGHT BAR INSERT

Liberty Carrera
Cu Nails

BRANCH INSERT

TOE INSERT

FPD 30TH ANNIVERSARY
CELEBRATION GIVE-AWAY
ş

The Liberty Carrera Cu Nails are ş
now available. The slight extra
“neck” fits more securely in the
punching, a slim shank and only a
minimal amount of head above the
shoe surface.
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Three sizes available: Small (4),
Medium (4.5) and Long (5). Medium size works well
with the Kerckhaert Pride series, Aluminum Triumph or
Century Series.

Razerhorse Split Rivets
The Razerhorse split rivets are now
available from FPD Dealers in 100pc
packs.
Find an FPD dealer who carries these products near
you and online at farrierproducts.com/locations.
facebook.com/FarrierProductDistribution youtube.com/farrierproducts

JUNE »
Diamond
Thrush
Treatment
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As a show of our
appreciation to the farLook for posts like this
rier industry, we will be
one on Facebook and
conducting a drawing each
register for a chance to
month on Facebook. Thirty
win the monthly free
names will be drawn each
give-away.
month to receive the free item for
that month. During the month of June, the giveaway item
will be one bottle of the Diamond Thrush Treatment.
Follow FPD on Facebook @farrierproductdistribution to see
what we're offering in the current month. This giveaway is
only valid in the U.S. and Canada.

instagram.com/fpdinc

farrierproducts.com/fieldguide
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GETTING THE SHARPER EDGE
T
Article from The Natural Angle • Volume 7 Issue 1

BY ROY BLOOM

he following is a method for
knife sharpening that I have
been using for some years.
You may be able to use
this method to
improve your knife's
EN
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cutting ability.
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It is important that
you maintain a thin
blade. The thicker the
blade, the larger the bevel at the
cutting edge. If the blade is thick,
you have to use too much pressure to
pull the blade through the cut; the
thinner the better. A fine bevel is
easier to maintain and offers less
resistance, allowing the knife to cut
easily. Pay attention to the size of the
bevel on a brand new knife and try
to maintain that size throughout the
life of the knife. As you sharpen and
use your knife, the width will
decrease and as it decreases the edge
will thicken. The blade will need to
be thinned.

In photo (1) I am thinning the
blade. I have taken a belt and cut it
about 1/2" in width. You can do this
with any belt. Cut the back with a
razor blade about 4" and carefully
tear the rest. With the edge pointing
up, so you can see the bevel and not
get too thin, grind the knife to the
desired thickness. Don't let the blade
get hot. If you see any color you have
gone too far, too hot. Keep the blade
cool by dipping in water after every
couple passes. Use a new belt if
possible, 100 or 120 grit. A new belt
will cut quickly and the dipping of
the knife in water will not allow the
blade to heat up.
If your blade's width gets down to
1/4" throw it away. When the blade
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triangle file can be used. Using files
is good for serious roughing in but it
produces a serrated edge, which is
not desirable. If you start with a
diamond hone you may never need a
file.
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gets that thin it can break easily and
that's when you find it in your leg or
wrist.
Now that I've thinned down the
blade I need to establish the bevel.
Photo (2) shows different makes of
diamond hones. You want one that
fits the hook size of your knife. Work
the bevel into the hook (photo 3)
and then the blade (photo 4). Some
knives are made of a soft enough
material that a small rat tail or

Now that the bevel is established I
go a medium grit wheel. I have
found this to be best for cutting
quality. In photo (5) I am cutting a
groove in the edge of the wheel. I
have braced a rat tail file to cut the
groove. The groove will allow me to
thin and sharpen the hook. Using
the wheel, I can polish the whole
blade and the bevel. You want to
maintain the angle of the bevel
through all the stages so pay
particular attention to how you hold
the blade to the wheel. Make sure
the edge is down, otherwise your
knife may become a permanent
fixture in your forehead.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Start with the hook (photo 6) and
sweep through the blade (photo 7),
always maintaining the angle of the
bevel.
Now for the final polish. I use a
medium felt wheel (photo 8) with the
same groove cut in its edge as I put in
the medium grit wheel. Apply green
rouge to the groove edge and face of
the wheel (photo 9). Use the same
method as on the medium grit wheel
so you can maintain the bevel angle
and make as many passes as necessary
to polish the edge (photos 10, 11).
Once you have achieved sharpness
with the felt wheel the edge should
last a long time, assuming you are
using your knife carefully and cleaning
the hoof. When your knife becomes
the least bit dull, touch it up on the
felt wheel. You should not have to go
through all these steps again until the
bevel gets too large. When it does just
repeat these steps.
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